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Note : Be precise in your answer. In case of numerical problent assunrc data wherever not provided.

SECTION _ A
1. Explain the lbllorving: 10 x 2 = 20

(a) Mention the measures to be taken to meet the situation created by deteriorating traffic

conditions in the cities.

(b) Write short note on traffic growth iri cities.

(c) Mention the role of transportation system in our life' ''
(d) Define the term transporlation planning in short'

(e) Discuss the effects of traffic on the environment in short'

(0 Write short note on present scenario of road transport.

(g) Discuss the types of transportation system in India.

(h) What do you mean by transportation planning?

(i) Why bicycle traftic is to be promc,ted?

0) What aie theobjectives of transportation planning?
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Z. Attempt any five parts of the follorving question: 5 x 10 = 50

(a) Discuss the role of IPT in transportation systenr. Horv it is trseftrl?

(b) What are the different types of IPT vehicles in India?

(c) what is need for traffic forecasting? Discrrss its limitations.

(d) What are the difflculties in the transportation planning process?

(e) What are the characteristics of IPT modes?

(0 Define the following traffic stream variables (i) space headway (ii) timeleachvay (iii)

time mean speed (iv) florv (v) concentration

(g) Define the term trip generation. Wliat irre the factors governing trip generation ar:d

attraction rates?

(h) What is trip distribution? Discuss the rnetirod of trips riistribution.

SECTION _ C

Attempt any t\Yo of the follorving questions: 2x15=30

3. What is the purpose of Tratfic Assignment? Discuss the variotts assignment techniques.

4. The total trips produced in and attracted to the three zone A ,B and C of a stlNey area

in the design year are tabulated as:

Zone Trips produced Trips a ttractecl

A 2,J00 3 C00

B 3 000 4000

C 4000 2000

It is known that trips behveen two zones are inversely proportional to the second polYer

of the travel time between zones, rvhich is unifonnly 20 minutes. If the trip interchange

between zones B and C is known to be 600, Determine the trip interchange between

zones A and B, A and C, B and A; C and B'

5. What is Model split? Discuss the various factors affecting Model split.
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